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James Twyman travels around the world singing his songs of peace and harmony to people of all races, cultures, and beliefs. Inspired by the life of St. Francis of Assisi, he has been to every war-torn country in the world, often at great personal risk. But this is the story of a different kind of journey. One night, while giving a talk in a private home in San Francisco, Twyman met a ten-year-old boy. When the boy touched Twyman's finger, suddenly Twyman could bend spoons with the power of his mind, could read thoughts, and could transmit images to others. Yet, later, no one who had been in the room could remember seeing the child! The boy had said his name was Marco, and that other special children like him could be found in a monastery in the mountains of Bulgaria. Without knowing who or where they were, or how he would find them, James Twyman began an extraordinary journey to find Marco and the psychic children. In the process, he learned that the children had a message for all the world—and learned, too, that he was the one to deliver that message. This is that message.
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**Customer Reviews**

I really Loved and enjoyed this book. It really reminded me to tune back into my own psychic gifts. Its about goinjg within or Go without. To Be the creative being I was meant to Be.I AMDon"t walk ,run to your nearest book store or order this great read Now.James

Have read and reread this book over the years. Always uplifting and inspiring. I would recommend this book to anyone with any inkling to living a more enlightening life. Good read!
Loved this book! Everyone should read it!

The book is a refreshing look at a group of children now appearing in significant numbers on the earth who are "sensitive" to the otherside, and they reflect the peace and love of the Divine. Some reviewer on this site says it is the same as another book on psychic children in China, yet this is not surprising because the children are appearing everywhere. I found the book to be a real page turner and could not put it down until the very end. The message is simple, and it really comes down to whether you are on the side of peace and love or whether you wish to live in the chaos and negativity of this world. There is a story to be told in his search for these special children and the interviews with them are genuine, touching and special. But you have to have love in your heart to appreciate the sublime message that the book teaches and what we should be thinking about each day. Peace to everyone. And I WILL read about the Chinese psychic children, because I love to read about these children, called "indigos" by others, because their message of love is so very comforting. So I thank that other reviewer for mentioning that book, but I think they need to revise their rating to 5 stars where it belongs. This book is lovely and I do not believe it matters if there is also a book on the Chinese indigos.

I guarantee you that this book is well worth your time. You may not realize this until you have read it through to the end, but when you have finished the book, you will truly understand things you may have thought you already understood. For example: our thoughts create our reality; the power behind thinking versus the power behind feeling and knowing; love is all there is. Every time we have a great new insight, we think we finally understand. But do we really? We understand much more, certainly, but the whole picture is far vaster than we tend to think. To get the most out of this book, you have to resist the mind’s urge to say you already understand its message, but just have trouble following it. (The message, by the way, is to live your life as a response to this question: How would you act or behave if you knew that you are an Emissary of Love this moment? Begin!) When you see the truth fully, you will have no trouble following its message, because you will know that anything else would be a waste of energy. I disagree with the previous review. This book is far more than just heart-warming fluff. The story is real. However, I believe you will get something out of it whether you believe it or not. This book is simply beautiful. If you want to see something else beautiful, go to emissaryoflight.com and look at the flash movie for the Art of Spiritual Peacemaking course - it will touch your soul, I promise - even if, like me, beautiful pictures and images of peace...
can sometimes seem more sappy than moving. There you will also find courses to apply and make real in your life the messages of the book. I hope you will say "yes" to this book, and even if you do not, I hope you will say "yes" to being an Emissary of Love for the world. You are needed now, for the now is all there is.

The book revolves around one central question: "How would you act or behave if you knew that you are an Emissary of Love this moment?" It is a good question and it is an important question for all of us to hold in our awareness as we go through the day. Expressing love begins with awareness that love is always present everywhere and we only need to remember to keep expressing it consciously, to keep cultivating it. It is also true that Love is the Source of All Power and correctly so, in this book, the more love each individual develops, the more power he is able to express. The characters in this book also correctly point out that all of these great abilities that emerge in the process are not what's important, nor are they ever meant to be used to show off or for self-importance - they are all a "gift" from Love (One Love permeating everything) and they are intended to be used out of love, in the service of love. Many wonderful truths are presented in this book, and yes it is a heart-warming book. The book is written very much in the style of "Celestine Prophecy" and while it makes it for maybe more interesting reading (I suppose that wild chase helps to keep people’s attention longer), it also gives you a filling that there is so much fluff in the book and that the whole point of the book could’ve been written on a few pages. As a previous reviewer noted, the stories in this book do have uncanny resemblances to the stories mentioned in "China’s Super Psychics". The book "China’s Super Psychics", on the other hand, has some depth and unlike this book doesn’t come across as fluffy. It also contains stories that are way more amazing than the stories mentioned in this book.

Bulgaria gave the world psychics like Vanga and Vera Kochovska amongst others. These women were known during communism in Bulgaria. If this monastery existed, it would be known and not a secret some westerner stumbled upon. Bulgaria will not be in the dark about it. No other person and especially no bulgarian have heard of this story. Marco and Thomas are not bulgarian names. In eastern orthodox monastery, girls and boys won’t study together. Sorry!
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